"*Asklepiosmedizin*", the medicine of Asclepius, or Asclepius in the medical tradition, is a field of study which has been looked at from various angles---archaeology, history of medicine, Greek and Roman religion, history or cultural history of the Mediterranean just to name a few. The research of any of its various features is very complex and requires meticulous work on archaeological findings as well as a profound knowledge of the general intellectual discourse of their time.

This volume describes and contextualizes Asclepian medicine of the Roman imperial period. It is the revised version of a PhD thesis written at the Institute of Ancient History at the University of Bochum. The book consists of five main parts, an introduction with a survey of earlier studies on Asclepian medicine in general and an outline of the main issues; an extensive chapter on the medical marketplace in imperial Rome and the different types of medical profession, including also ritual healers; a description of the Asclepius cult and its origins; an analysis of the influence of Oriental and Greek thought on Roman culture; and a conclusion with a summary of the preceding chapters.

The book covers, within the limitations of a monograph and beyond the scope of a PhD thesis, all aspects relevant for a historical analysis of the topic. Its structure is clear and lucid and an elaborate system of references guides the reader and makes sure he or she does not get lost in details of sub-paragraphs. The intended audience is not just a minor fraction of ancient historians---where necessary, background information on less known subjects is provided, making the book accessible for scholars from other disciplines.

Changes of perspective between the main sections and also within chapters is one of the leading features of the book. The focus shifts from analysis of secondary literature to anecdotal accounts of healings, academic discourse on medical sects in antiquity and interpretation of cultural exchange in the Roman empire. Thus, it gives insight into all relevant parts and aspects of Asclepian medicine, institutions, buildings and their setting, practices and the needs of the patients.

The central part of the volume consists of a study of three texts in which, in a broader sense, patients describe their experiences of Asclepian treatment. Carefully avoiding the problems of retrospective diagnosis, Steger analyses the nature of the disease, the treatment applied and the setting in which it took place. He follows the only right assumption, that some dietetic measures might not be limited to a medical meaning but could also be part of a cult or a religious ritual, or, of course, common sense and a ubiquitous form of popular medical understanding. What the patient encountered was not a medical treatment one could get at the practice of a resident physician, and if one wanted a purely medical treatment, one could see a doctor and avoid the trouble of travelling to an Asclepian sanctuary. Asclepian medicine was characterized by a treatment that had its roots both in rituals and medical thought, and usually also a direct contact between patient and god.

Overall, this book provides a detailed study of the imperial Asclepius cult and its relationship to medical practice; moreover, it traces back the roots of the cult and gives information on its relevance for the medical history of the western world. It provides both a link and a synopsis for material that would otherwise be hidden in highly specialized publications of different disciplines.
